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I can't see the future Even if I could I'm 
pretty sure I'll close my eyes Cuz I don't 
want to know What's coming around the 
corner I rather be surprised

Cause all I ever known Is being in the 
moment Like I am with you tonight

And I could never guess you Pick apart 
my heart and Put it back together right

Don't make plans Cause that's just open 
Don't make promise Because they get 
broken Let's just take it one day at a time 
And live our lives

Hearts fall harder From higher places 
Love gets lost And expectations Let's just 

take it one day at a time And live our 
lives

We could tell each other Everything we'd 
dreamed of Everything we'd wanna see 
But it doesn't matter If we are together 
That is where I want to be

Cause all I ever known Is being in the 
moment Suddenly you're here with me

Now I wanna say forever But I know it's 
better If we don't say a thing

Don't make plans Cause that's just open 

Don't make promise Because they get 
broken Let's just take it one day at a time 
And live our lives

Hearts fall harder From higher places 
Love gets lost And expectations Let's just 
take it one day at a time And live our 
lives Live our lives

Why is everyone in a race? Chasing time 
like a train Crying like we're caught in the 
rain

But really it's a bright, sunny day And 
we're 
just all the insane Lost and we won't find 
our way

The comedy, in fact, is the fact That we 
already have Everything we need but we 
can't see

and If we stop death right on our tracks 
And  never even ever try to turn and look 



back

Then maybe we'll be lucky and forget 
our regrets The things we did That we 
never really meant

Maybe we can say it's a good day Finally 
realize that There is no such thing as a 
yesterday

As far for the future, I know this 
Tomorrow is a wish And it don't exist, uh

Don't make plans Cause that's just open 
Don't make promise Because they get 
broken Let's just take it one day at a time 
And live our lives

Hearts fall harder From higher places 
Love 
gets lost And expectations Let's just take 
it one day at a time And live our lives 
Live our lives Live our lives Live our lives 
Live our lives

Let's just slow it down Let's just slow it 
down

Let's just slow it down Let's just slow it 
down Let's just slow it down We're not 
burning out
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